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ROTOCONTROL Enhances Operator Efficiency
with Vacuum Splice Table
Now offered as an option on all ROTOCONTROL RSC and RSP inspection machines

Ahrensburg, Germany (May 26, 2011) – Marco Aengenvoort, ROTOCONTROL Managing Director,
today announced the availability of the WC70 Vacuum Splice Table option on all ROTOCONTROL
RSC and RSP slitting, rewinding and inspection machines taking Operator efficiency to a whole
new level.
By automatically placing mill-splice/flags, matrix/missing labels and vision detected defects right on
the vertical inspection plate for reworking, the Operator is only required to leave the rewind zone to
change the master roll. The vacuum and mechanical clamping system holds the material in a
vertical position at eye level directly in front of the Operator, assuring perfect splices for finished
rolls every time.
Manohar Dhugga, ROTOCONTROL Field Applications Engineering Manager commented: "With
over 15 years of engineering and field service experience, I can attest to the value of the Vacuum
Splice Table option, specifically the ergonomic benefit it provides the Operator of the finishing
machine. The waste rewind retracts after use to allow full access to the slitting system, enhancing
Operator efficiency.
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ROTOCONTROL WC70 Vacuum Splice Table Option

About ROTOCONTROL
ROTOCONTROL designs and manufactures leading edge inspection, slitting, rewinding and die
cutting finishing machines for the narrow web industry. Available globally, ROTOCONTROL offers
machines from smaller basic rewinders to feature rich, sophisticated models with multiple options.
All utilize S-Drive Servo Technology enabling maximum web control for the most delicate film and
foil materials. Headquartered in Ahrensburg (Hamburg), Germany ROTOCONTROL maintains the
highest level of product quality through ease of use, absolute control and flexibility.
ROTOCONTROL is the partner of choice in the finishing of label products.
Speed is Nothing without Control.
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